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The office is now open on Mondays and
Tuesdays (open 7days a week)
Barrier keys to be renewed before the end of March. See P7

From the Chairman
From the CFI
Dates for your diary
Tim Scott on HCGP
Members Achievements
Our new signpost

The main story this month is a detailed
explanation of Tim Scott’s planning for
HCGP –a simple approach to racing that
will allow us all to race together as a club.
We have Booker’s first 15 year old solo
pilot and by way of contrast a 90 year old
gliding granny. With Spring in the air Geoff
and Richard remind us of what it’s all about
–going flying!
William

From the Chairman
Fellow Booker Members,
First of all I would like to say a big thank you to all of you who
turned out on a cold wintery night to attend the AGM. We
really appreciate your support. Thanks too to Hilary, Shelagh,
John, and Roger for the help in setting up the venue, and
arranging the drinks and snacks.
Spring showed its face briefly yesterday and some brisk
flying activity followed, with those not flying basking in the sunshine at the launch point. The
one thing that makes the club healthy is flying activity. So, come on everyone, its time, dig
your gliders out of their hibernation and let’s get going!
Someone we don’t see at the club as often as we would like is Rob Munro. Most of you know
him from flying his ASW28, RM, at Aboyne. Rob has been busy working on his ATPL and is
halfway there. What most members will not know is that Rob was the kind benefactor who
donated K13 KLA to the club in 2005. Rob popped into the club today to see KLA in its new
livery and was delighted to see how good it looked. He and Richard took KLA up for a spin
(literally) so that Rob could also see how well she flies. It was good to see the smile on his
face.
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As Rob pointed out, he has got a Rob Munro and Richard Crockett prepare to take KLA for a spin
lot out of gliding and wanted to
make a contribution to the club. With time being tight he was better able to do this through a
donation. We are really grateful to Rob for his generosity. The club has benefitted from
similar donations over the years and is very willing to accept such gifts and apply them to
making the sport of gliding more accessible to all. As you may know, Booker Gliding Club is
a Community Amateur Sports Club. As such, it is written into our Articles of Association and
governed by regulation that, should the club ever cease to exist, for whatever reason; the
assets would have to be distributed to similarly constituted Community Amateur Sports
Clubs. If you feel that you would like to make a donation to help the club, or if you would like
to make a bequest in your will please speak to Graham Morfey in confidence.
Below you will read about Tim Scott’s new handicap task setting system. This is a really
exciting development that will allow one task to entertain us all, irrespective of handicap. I
urge you all to come and join in. It will give all of us a chance to compete and have fun
knowing that it’s a level playing field. Many thanks to Tim for writing the programme that will
drive it all.
See you at the launch point.
Geoff
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From the CFI
With the first green shoots of Spring beginning to show themselves it’s certainly time to start
thinking about getting our gliders out of their winter storage and putting the wings on.
It’s been a long, wet and icy winter, and for may of us the last time we went cross country
was back in September. It therefore would seem prudent to make sure that we are fully
prepared for those first trips across the ridge and into the world beyond.
The last few weeks have seen several of you working hard to polish off the winter mould,
clean cockpits, re-seal wings, get flight computers updated and even touch up the odd bit of
paint work.
Now is the time of year to get not only our gliders but also ourselves ready for the upcoming
season . Take the next couple of weeks to pull your glider out of the trailer, give it the TLC
that it so deserves and then get yourself over to the launch point.
With such a long winter break it’s wise to hop into a 2 seater and have a flight or two to bring
yourself back up to scratch. The motor glider is also available for those who wish to practice
those inevitable field landings and check that the map reading skills are still there.
For those of you who have been attending the excellent Bronze lectures over the past few
weeks don't forget we have a Bronze course starting on the 8th April. There are still places
available and for this year we have organised a special offer for those wishing to participate.
Please also don't forget that we have a week set aside of those making that last push to get
to solo. Please come and join us!
In the mean time several of us are getting very excited about our imminent trip to the Black
Mountains, lets keep our fingers crossed for a 3rd year of good weather!
Safe Flying and see you at the Launch Point,
Richard

Dates for your Diary
Bronze Courses: 8th-12th April & 16th-20th September
Task Weeks / Silver Courses: 20th-24th May & 26th-30th August
Get Your Solo Courses: 22nd-26th April & 22nd-26th August
Expeditions: Talgarth 16th-24th March & Le Blanc 1st-16th June
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Racing together as a club or ‘HCGP’
The history
I first heard about this idea when in Issoudun, France. The French team invited me to a
competition they hold in SW France every other year. I forget the name of the airfield as I
was unfortunately never able to attend. The French actually use it as a training camp for
their team flying.
What intrigued me about it was the format. They described a Handicap Grand Prix format.
As I am sure you are all aware the GP format is much like a motor GP. Everyone starts at
the same time and the first one across the line wins. Makes for some exciting flying,
especially starts and final glides. The handicap part was what was new to me. They flew
many different hc gliders against each other but as a GP. They make this fair by varying the
length of the task for each glider handicap. Thus the lower handicap gliders fly a shorter task
than the better ones. They achieve this by varying the size of the barrel around the turning
point, the lower handicap gliders turning earlier than the high handicap ones.
Bookers development of the idea
I have been trying, unsuccessfully, to get this idea flown at Booker, although Bicester have
flown a few once they learned of it. I decided to try and work out why they were not a popular
idea and came up with the following points.
1) They are hard to set, especially with a multiple tp task. The geometry makes setting the tp
radius for each handicap a non-trivial problem.
2) There was no windicapping of the task length. Something that low handicap glider pilots
hold dear.
3) As the radii were no longer 0.5 km for each turn the flight could not be put on the National
Ladder.
4) Getting everyone into the start zone at the same time takes too long.
5) Some folks are not confident about doing large cross country tasks.
I therefore set about solving these problems.
1) and 2) have been solved by writing a computer program which I have placed on the clubs
computer. The idea is that a task is set as usual using SeeYou. When doing this care must
be taken about how airspace may infringe upon a task that has a larger than 0.5km TP
barrel. Once set then start the HCGP program that has an icon on the desktop screen of the
briefing room computer. Simply type the TPs into the program and it will calculate what TP
radius is needed for each glider handicap and output them in a table on the right of the
screen. Windicapping is taken into account, but the wind must be guessed at before the
flight, not afterwards as in normal scoring systems. There are boxes for adding the wind
strength and direction. The only other input is the maximum and minimum handicap that is to
be applied. There are boxes for setting these as well. The highest handicap glider will turn at
0.5km as usual.
3) Rather than using the National Ladder we use the OLC ladder. This is similar to the NL
but does not have a restriction on the TP radius. In fact you don't set TPs at all, just upload
the trace and the system automatically works out where you have turned and applies an
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appropriate score. It is a much much bigger league than the NL being world wide. There is a
link on the BGC website which takes you to the sign up page. Please use Booker Gliding
Club as your home club, not Booker. If you have already don't worry, the OLC filters will let
us sort things out. There is a suggestion to award a cup to the highest OLC pilot from Booker
each year.
4) We can either run a task as a proper GP where we all start at the same time, or we can
just ask each other what our times were after the flight. No need to score the flight in the
briefing room. We can find out who won in the pub, the shortest time wins !
5) There is the option to allow pilots to handicap themselves as well. For example, if they are
flying a 100hc glider we can apply a 5 point decrement to their handicap and they get to turn
at the handicap 95 tp radius.
The Advantages
My hope is that this will revitalise cross country racing at Booker. In the past we had many
top class pilots at Booker and there was no need to apply handicaps to get a decent number
of people racing together. This did tend to exclude less experienced glider pilots as the tasks
were set to stretch the better pilots. For various reasons many of those pilots have now left
Booker. Some explicitly said they left because there was not enough racing to be had there.
Thus it is important to the growth and continuation of the club to rejuvenate the racing scene.
This is therefore an important program which will effect you whether you race cross country
or not.
It has been repeatedly found that the only way to get good at cross country is to race. It is
rare for someone to reach their potential with no competition. Thus even if you do not intend
to take part in more formal competitions in the future, but wish to improve your cross country
flying in general, this is an important initiative.
I hope this scheme will encourage more pilots to fly the "same" task as others. The task will
be set such that there is enough time for the top hc gliders to complete it. If you all fly to the
same standard then we should all cross the finish line at the same moment. Thus not flying
the task as there is "not enough soaring time" to complete the "big" task is no longer an
excuse. If the higher hc pilots think they can get round then so can everyone else (especially
if you apply a personal hc as well). Bear in mind that the higher hc pilots will be further from
home as well. So if they are continuing with the task it should encourage others to as well.
An added bonus of this format comes about if the tasks are set as triangles. After the start
the low hc pilots can get significant advantage by "following" the higher hc gliders for at least
a few thermals. In the past this may be the last time they see them. With this format the
lower hc glider turns early and so there is a good chance that the higher hc will have to
overtake them on the next leg, giving them another "tow". This also increases the
opportunities for the early cross country pilot to observe the more experienced pilot and thus
gain much more "coaching" during a particular flight.
The better pilots, like myself, are not going to feel they are missing a good day in order to
provide this coaching, it will just become a part of a flight where I'll be racing as hard as
possible to win (believe me, I will be). There will therefore be more occasions on which the
better pilot will be willing to provide this coaching to the benefit of all.
The better pilots will feel as "stretched" on a particular race as the newer pilots. Selfishly for
me that translates into better training.
There is no longer pressure on the lower hc gliders to start early to have enough time to
complete the task. In theory if we all start together we should all finish together. If we choose
to fly the task on elapsed time, rather than as a GP, this then leads to the start time being all
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important as in an unhandicapped Nationals. This gives more opportunities for the sorts of
start line tactics that you will encounter in more formal competitions to become important.
For those of you who wish to compete in regionals or nationals in the future this is an
important part of your training. What is more you can play the game against experienced
competition pilots without feeling you have to leave to get around the task. The experienced
pilot will have exactly the same time pressure.
I feel very excited about this idea. The more I think about it the more advantages it seems to
have for improving cross country flying at Booker. I hope that many of you will embrace the
idea and help it through its' infancy. As with any idea like this there will be teething problems
with poorly set tasks, over set tasks etc. But if we can get through this period and provide
feedback as to how the idea can be improved upon then I think Booker could be on the
verge of getting its reputation as the "Booker Boy Racers" back again. Just the amount of
radio chat that such a task will generate as we race hard against each other will be picked
up by non-Booker pilots and act as advertisement that Booker racing is growing and vibrant.
Tim Scott

Members’ Achievements
Booker Cadet Michael Otty is the first 15 year old to go
solo at Booker following the reduction in the minimum
age. Congratulations to Michael on that double first!

Ex WAAF comes gliding at 90
Last month intrepid 90
year old Bobbie
Anderson celebrated
her birthday with a trial
lesson. Watched by
her family the WWII
WAAF veteran
receives her certificate
from Will Hilton.
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This way to Booker Gliding Club
After years of being denied a proper sign at the entrance to Wycombe Air Park we now have
a sign on the main obelisk on the approach road. Once again Chris Collett designed and
installed the sign which reflects our superb design identity –also designed by Chris.

Barrier key renewal

A reminder that all barrier keys need to be renewed before the end of March. To do this
please either take your key to the AFC office in the base of the tower and they will update it,
or if you are not at the airfield phone them on 01494 529261 and give them the number on
the card. It can take a few days to register so it is best to do it before it expires.
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Club Communications
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. Details are below.
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your membership number when applying.
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to: bookergc-Expeditionssubscribe@yahoogroups.com and include your membership number when applying.
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their crosscountry skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your membership number when applying.
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to easily email each other. Mainly used for
swapping duty days. Send an email to: BookerGC_Instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and
include your membership number when applying.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your membership number.

For the latest news about what’s happening check out http://bookergc.blogspot.com/.
*** All view expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributor and do not necessarily represent the
view of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you’d like to submit an article for a future edition please send it
to William Parker by email at (williamparker275@gmail.com). Please note new email address
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